CABLE TONGUE PRO
APPLICATION
When you receive your new Cable Tongue Pro, it will be
tightly coiled for shipping. Some people prefer to
keep the tongue like this for storage in a tool bag but
most professionals choose to coil the Tongue back on
itself in a large loop and tape. This will mean the
tongue is still coiled but is more manageable.
Another option for Cable Tongue storage is in a van

SPECIFICATION
Product Name
Cable Tongue PRO
Item Code
SRCT-PRO
Length
3.6 meters
(Cable Tongue)

ABOUT

roof tube. This keeps the tongue completely straight.
Example of use: If the Tongue is being used to pull
cables

through

a

partition

wall

(insulation

filled

plaster board wall with vertical braces), then you will
need a hole where the Tongue will enter the wall and
an exit hole. Simply push the Tongue into the entry hole
and the Tongue will slide past any insulation or
obstructions in the wall due to its unique smooth,
flat shape. Once the Tongue has exposed itself at the

Cable Tongue Pro is designed for pulling cables through
walls, above ceilings, below floors and anywhere else a
cable needs to go. The new Cable Tongue Pro has a
new fitting allowing you to use Super Rod attachments.
IT'S FLAT
Well it’s about time, isn’t it? There are 100’s of tools on
the market designed for pulling cables, none of which
are flat. Have you ever tried to pull cables past insulation
in a wall? The Tongue is flat, therefore it will keep a
straight path up the wall.
STRONG AND FLEXIBLE
The Tongue can be stored straight or coiled, the
specially designed plastic allows you to bend and twist
it into the shape you need.
PERFECT DIMENSIONS
The right length for gaining access into 99% of walls, the
thickness of the Cable Tongue Pro allows flexibility with
strength. This allows the Tongue to slide through walls
and prevent veering off in another direction.
COMPATIBILITY
Thanks to the new fitting Cable Tongue Pro can now be
used with a range of Super Rod attachments and
comes with a 11-15 mm Super Grip, Domed Bullet and
Mini Hook included.

exit hole, you will now need to tape your cables
onto the rear of the Tongue. You can now pull your
cables through making sure

that

cables through smoothly eliminating

you
any

guide

the

damaged

cables. You can use Super Rod attachments with the
Cable Tongue Pro to make routing even easier. For
example simply attach your cable to the Cable Tongue
Pro using a Super Grip thereby eliminating the need for
taping the cable on.

• Route • Retrieve

CONTENTS
1 x Cable Tongue Pro
1 x Domed Bullet
1 x Mini Hook
1 x 11-15 mm Super Grip
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